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Interview with Ms. Drew

Questions
Daniyal - What is most difficult thing in your job?
Ms. Drew - Trying to be everywhere in one place, as you know Dwight has, we have the school in here, we
have Campus down to river, there is the more than hundred little kids out there and international
campuses. My biggest challenge is trying to find time for all of the schools

Daniyal - What is the easiest thing thing in your job?
Ms. Drew - Working with students, because it is my love. I’m became a teacher because of this.
Daniyal - What is more complicated: to study or to teach?
Ms. Drew - Study. I love teaching. For me teaching is easy and it helping kids. And that was little bit
hard to study.
Daniyal - Were you ever in a difficult situation that you didn’t know what to do? Did somebody help
you?
Ms. Drew - Everyday when I am in the difficult situation I go and ask teachers or sometimes student for
help.
Daniyal - When you were studying in school what were your favorite subjects?
Ms. Drew - My favorite subjects were English, drama and Japanese. I used to live in Japan.

Daniyal - What is your favorite animal?
Ms. Drew - My favorite animal is dog.
Daniyal - What kind of dessert do you prefer?
Ms. Drew - I didn’t like cakes and I love Ice cream.

Daniyal - I see you have a lot of toy animals on your shelf! ?
Ms. Drew - That is my toy animals that are helping like little kids to chill out when they have bad time
and they are crying. sometimes my friends are change toys place and watching if I can see it.

Reflection
I felt nervous before interview because I was interviewing the head of
whole school and it is not like just asking teacher about weather or time.
I won’t change anything in my interview because I like how I
did my questions and how I interviewed Ms. Drew.
I learned that Ms. Drew like Ice cream, she is trying to be
everywhere, in all Dwight campuses, and there is many of them.

